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Forecasting at the Italian Meteorological
Service

Introduction
In Italy the role of National Weather Service is assigned to the Air Force, whose headquarters are at the
Ufficio Generale per la Meteorologia in Rome (UGM - Director: B.Gen. Roberto Sorani). The National
Operation Centre is the Centro Nazionale per la Meteorologia e Climatologia Aeronautica (CNMCA), at
Pratica di Mare Airbase (about 20 km south of Rome). There are three other main Centres, devoted to
special meteorological activities; ReSMA in Vigna di Valle for instrumentation tests and calibration
(north of Rome), CAMM at Monte Cimone for special observations (in the northern Apennines), and the
1st CMR at Milano Linate Airport for Aviation Forecasting. The layout of this organization is depicted in
Fig. 1 (see also: www.meteoam.it).
Operational activities and forecasts are therefore concentrated at CNMCA (responsible for General and
Marine Forecasts, but also for international meteorological telecommunications as a Regional Telecom-
munication Hub (RTH), and for computing and climato-logy, Fig. 2), and at CMR (responsible for
Aviation and Mountain Meteorology, Fig. 3). 

Figure 1: General layout 
of the Italian Meteorological Service
and main tasks assigned.
National forecasting centres 
are in Pratica di Mare - Rome
(CNMCA) and in Milano Linate 
(1st CMR), the last one being 
mainly devoted 
to Aviation Forecasts.

Figure 2: The CNMCA Building,
at Pratica di Mare Airbase (Rome).

Figure 3: The 1st CMR Building,
at Milano Linate Airport.
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CNMCA: the National Operation Centre
Forecasting activities at CNMCA are run 24 hours a day, with a common Operation Room for:
- Nowcasting and very short term, and 
- Short and medium range forecasting.

In the first section, a general forecast for Italy up to 24 h, as well as a marine forecast for the
Mediterranean up to 12 h, are issued 4 times a day. Furthermore, when severe weather is forecast in the
next 12 h, a warning is issued for the Public Safety Authority. Examples of operational forecast bul-
letins are in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Example of a Marine Forecast for the Mediterranean Sea (Meteomar), a storm warning for Italian
seas and coastal regions, and (in Italian only) a warning issued for the Public Safety Authority by the
Short Term and Nowcasting section at CNMCA.

Some typical forecaster activities at the CNMCA are shown in Fig. 5. Despite their military status, more
than 95% of their work is devoted to the general public although direct access is normally restricted.
There are, however, frequent visits by groups and a re-organization of the room is planned in order to
allow less disturbance to work during such visits. 

Forecasting is based on conceptual models (very short term and nowcasting), and on deterministic
numerical models. Three different models are in operational use; ECMWF 00UTC +12UTC runs for the
large synoptic scale and medium range, HIRLAM 00UTC +12UTC runs up to 72 h for the European area
(two versions, one of which has 3Dvar assimilation), and the Italian version of the LM (COSMO), known
as LAMI, for the Italian Peninsula and the neighbouring seas (boundary conditions are supplied by the
DWD Europa Model, with a nudging scheme for the observations). Some details are shown in Fig. 6. 

For the medium range, EPS outputs are routinely evaluated and taken into account in the forecast for-
mulation. COSMO LEPS is currently under evaluation.
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Figure 5: Aspects of daily shift work at CNMCA
Forecasting room. Displaying of meteorological
fields and images on screen is increasing,
nevertheless working on paper is still frequent,
and generally popular among forecasters.

Figure 6: Main characteristics of models in operational use at the Italian Meteorological Service,
and diffe-rent graphic outputs: from top to bottom ECMWF, HIRLAM (HRM) and LAMI.

Another important aspect is forecast verification. Since 2000, an automatic system has been opera-
tionally verifying weather parameters and direct model outputs over the whole of Italy, and also regio-
nally and locally. Fig. 7 depicts the main features of this verification scheme. The same system is also
being adapted for the verification of subjective forecasts (e.g. TAFs, warnings, etc.).
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1st CMR: the National Aviation Forecasting Centre
Since 1999, the only survivor of the former three Regional Centres of the Italian Meteorological Service
has assumed a national character as the unique Italian Meteorological Watch Office (MWO). Its respon-
sibility covers therefore three FIRs (Milan LIMM, Rome LIRR and Brindisi LIBB), with an extension
over the Balkans. Operational production is carried out 24 hours a day with the issuing of SIGMETs
(also SST and VA for Etna and other Italian volcanoes), AIRMETs, GAFORs and (4 times a day) a Low
Level Significant Weather chart for Italy (see Fig. 8). 

The CMR routinely produces mountain forecasts, partly due to its geographical location of being
barycentric to the Alps and the northern Apennines, but also because of a historical link with the Alpine
Army Meteomont organization concerned with snow and avalanche monitoring and forecasting. It is
also assuming an increasing role as a back up centre for CNMCA for general forecasting, operational
production and telecommunication. 

Developments
Important technical and operational developments are in progress or planned, particularly for nowcas-
ting:
- pre-operational national radar composite already available, integrating radar of other services;
- a new high resolution lightning detection network in the implementation phase; 
- introduction of MSG-1 products in the operational procedures, 
- enhanced verification outputs, 

Figure 7: Layout of the automatic verification procedure (named APOLLO), in use at the Italian
Meteorolo-gical Service.



Figure 9: 500 hPa
Geopotential height,
temperature and total
precipitation forecast
(blue box is ECMWF,
red box is HRM, the
hydrostatic high 
resolution model 
in use at CNMCA).
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Figure 8: Example of
the Low Level
Significant Weather
chart produced 
4 times a day by 
1st CMR as the MWO
for Italy FIRs .

Sabato 13 Settembre 2003 12UTC ECMWF Forecast 
t+48 VT: Lunedi 15 Settembre 2003 12UTC

Altezza (Geopotenziale) 500 hPa + Temperatura 500 hPa

Domenica 14 Settembre 2003 00UTC Rome Forecast
t+36 VT: Lunedi 15 Settembre 2003 12UTC

HRM Altezza (Geopotenziale) 500 hPa + Temperatura 500 hPa

Domenica 14 Settembre 2003 00UTC Rome Forecast
t+48 VT: Martedi 16 Settembre 2003 00UTC

HRM Precipitazioni cumulate nelle 12 ore precedenti

Sabato 13 Settembre 2003 12UTC ECMWF Forecast
t+48 VT: Lunedi 15 Settembre 2003 12UTC

Precipitazioni cumulate (mm) nelle 12 are precedenti
verde: 0.5 a 1.5 blu: 2 a 10 (step 2) rosso: 15 in po-i (step 5)



But also:
- extension of forecasts to
T+240 h (10 days);
- experimental monthly
and seasonal forecasts
over Italy are underway;
- a new computer system based on cluster technology and relational DB already operational,
and further minor improvements in the forecasting environment, as well as increased national and
international cooperation.

In Conclusion: forecasting in Italy is becoming more and more challenging and interesting! 

In the following, an example is given of a significant Mediterranean event described with conceptual
models in use at CNMCA forecasting section.

A case study
A typical Mediterranean situation is presented, relating to Sept 15th, 2003. A mesoscale convective sys-
tem (MCS) developed over the Ionian Sea, in a region where interaction between the polar Jet Stream
and low level warm advection was already active.

Charts of mid-tropospheric geopotential height indicated a cut-off over the southern part of Italy, and
significant convective precipitation was forecast over Sicily and Calabria, as shown in Fig. 9

The following severe weather warning was issued on Sept 15th in the morning: “Severe thunderstorms
are expected on Sicily and Calabria, in particular over the Ionian area”.

The weather situation that actually occurred is well summarized in Fig. 10.

Remark: this brief case study shows two main elements relevant for MCS development over the Ionian
Sea:
- Low level warm advection, well diagnosed on the 850 hPa wet bulb temperature chart;
- A Polar Jet Stream, producing upper level forcing.

In this case, the ECMWF model provided a good performance about localization of convective precipi-
tation, but underestimated the amount of rain. A better precipitation forecast was given by HRM.
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Figure 10: Accumulated
precipitation (top left);

850 hPa wet bulb 
temperature, showing 

low level warm advection
(top right); tropopause
and max wind (bottom
left); satellite IR image

and sferics (bottom right)
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